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(Swami came down to bhajans and talked with Falk after he sang Manasa 
Bhajare)   
 
Swami:  Next you (Gustav) can give to him (Falk) the flame. Yes, he 
can carry it. Yes, he’s capable. Yes, he’s catching it. Even I diverted it, 
my attention this way but his flow is coming up. Little training if you 
done it… leave him, he can catch up but you have to teach him 
Hartha Raga… Hartha Raga. It’s a Shiva damarukams with the 
drums and Hartha Raga, like a Nataraja Kirtana. Shiva is very quite 
in silence meditating. Once he’s turned the way of his dancing it, 
(snaps fingers) whoa! …that Martha raga. You can write the Bhairava 
Dweepam, that one movie, that what original song. In the desert the 
blind person, that Hartha Raga, I mentioned it, that tune. That movie 
name is Bhairava Dweepam, so, that if you are able to teach him, he’s 
perfect to do that, he have that stamina. He does have that stamina.  
One final song, any of your favorite Shiva song…take the drums 
guys. You, yes, drink some water. Want some water? 
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Falk:  I have some.  
 
Swami:  Claps need to go as much as it can.  
 
Falk:  Number seventy-seven. 
 
Swami:  Drums huge… in the beginning start with highs…go 1, 2, 3 
start!  
 
Swami to Falk:  Ninety-five marks…ninety-five marks. You have to 
do swasta digbandhanam kriya. Swasta digbandhanam kriya, like a so-
ham, everyday morning after, after all your nature calls and 
everything, just drink as much as you can water…no talk to 
anybody…just concentrate fifteen to twenty minutes so-ham. Breath 
in, hold the air as much as you can. That’s it. And moreover, it helps 
Tulasi leaf or seeds if it is under the tongue (snaps finger) it will go.  
 
Falk:  While I’m singing? 
 
Swami:  Yea, just…you can make it. Your crew, your crew is yes, I 
keep observing Veemala and Sabeena and you and you, Christina 
Schmidt, and a…few guys, yes. You guys, you really can punch it. 
You can make as really good team, Shiva Sai Mandir music team. If 
anybody is driving in a long journey in your car, in their cars, just 
play it, listening it. They feel like they are in Penukonda. Go!  
Wherever I entered in Germany in the house, his songs is there 
playing it. Thought, “Jesus, what?” Wherever I go there is the Gustav 
karma is here hanging...even if I went to my daughter house, and 
next-door he is there, ok. Any house majority yes, majority houses it’s 
running his music. It needs to go establish… I’m not criticizing it’s a 
compliment. It needs to go to the entire the whole countries. This 
type of music you cannot find anywhere in any ashrams, absolutely 
not, un-hun. It’s a gift. It’s a gift, Baba gift given to you. It’s not one 
day your sadhana. Whenever you’re in the system, stop all the 
thoughts, put it, next, if you are pulling that in your mind and you’re 
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singing it, sorry, un-hun. Any questions Monika T? Now you can 
pack up guys, good, well done! 
 
Monika T:  Yes Swami, can you talk to us about the link between the 
Alahala Lingam and JC’s power spot? 
 
Swami:  It’s linked… it’s linked! What do you want to know about 
here? Let him come out, that’s why I made him to play this song. Let 
him come out from his trance. I really want him to come out before 
Guru Purnima to test that Alahala Lingam… simple example, if you 
put the water on top of it will turn as the milk naturally. If you 
holded it, one person holded it, it started to bleeding amruta itself. 
That is Alahala Lingam. Before is water is came out, out of that. It has 
to bleed. We’ll see.  
You made a deal, something, you want to connect Big Boss power 
spot, yes everybody’s connected it. Still thinking, Patrick, “Whatever 
our group, still we are waiting.” I made a comment, “I don’t want to 
talk with your mind or your heart and your soul, let me work with 
your consciousness stage.” Many people they ask, “Please open your 
heart, tell me this thing, tell me that thing, tell me this thing, tell me 
that thing...” What I should tell?  Ok, that doesn’t help. That? 
 
Students:  Doesn’t help. 
 
Swami:  Yes, to your satisfaction, certain things, I have to talk…for 
your satisfaction? 
 
Students:  Certain things you have to talk.  
 
Swami:  I have no obligation to talk, but… “Why is he doing this? 
Why he’s going that way. Why he’s turned this way? Why he’s 
turned that way? What will really be? How it will be?” Who am I can 
judge? Who am I? 
 
Students:  Can judge. 
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Swami:  If I judges Mahamaya this way, she go that way. If I go that 
way, again she’ll go this way. If I go that way, she’ll…is it necessary 
to keep go round cycle?  
 
Students:  No. 
 
Swami:  Is it necessary? You want that? Hello? 
 
Students:  No. 
  
Swami:  Absolutely not. “You want me to jump, Swami, in the fire, 
ok I’ll jump.” Before I’m making you to jump in the fire, first I jump. 
We’re in the same boat. If the boat got sink, of course I’ll also be 
there. To be master and student bond, to win the master’ heart is 
beyond the consciousness - put it that way, underline it. Literally, 
many times in front of Baba and the Jesus, “Hey Boss, help me.”  If I 
have a master in a physical form as a really good friend, I’m doing 
some seva to him. That’s enough in this lifetime. That’s enough? 
 
Students:  In this lifetime.  
 
Swami:  Winned Him… get Him in your boat. The outside people 
hearing it? 
 
Outside Students:  Hardly. 
 
Swami:  Hardly?  
 
Outside students:  Now we can hear you better.  
 
Swami:  Thanks! Karna is very powerful in the battlefield…I'm 
changing the subject here…more than Arjuna. Karna is a 
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supernatural powerful…in a helpless mood, his chariot its wheel got 
sinked and he’s lifting the wheel up. At the time Krishna he said, 
“This is the time, hit him.” (Arjuna said,) “Hey it’s unfair to.” 
(Krishna said,) “This is the time to hit him according to law, 
battlefield law. (Arjuna said,) “It’s unfair.” Krishna said, “Who are 
you to say that? I’m the person telling you do it! If you cannot do it 
now, you cannot win him forever. (Snaps fingers) He’ll make it crash, 
whole everybody.”  
Then Arjuna hit it. He (Karna) lost it. Then Karna is smiling, 
“Krishna, you are doing this to me? You’re breaking the law here.” 
You’re breaking the? 
 
 
Students:  Law here.  
 
Swami:  Law here. The breaking the law is here in sense, he’s in the 
negativity characters people side. If he’s really fighting for the truth, 
want to make it certain things to grow to come out to the society and 
the universe, yes, he’ll be supportful, “Go head, hit it!”  
Baba, you might think, yes, he’s the Datta character, totally right. 
He’s the Vishnu, Shiva, Brahma Consciousness…on the surface level 
he looks like a simple character with a begging bowl, like la, la, la, 
running. He’s making his own simple life but he’s obeying his master 
order, “You stay in Shirdi, that’s it! I don’t know what you do.” 
“Why he told me to go to Shirdi?” The villagers not allowing him to 
come, he cannot get the food. He has to sleep as a pillow as a brick, 
with a brick. The cold season, rainy season and he’s a crazy, but he 
stayed. Then whoever is going walking by the road, and he’s 
begging, “Please can you help?” Somebody’s coughing, somebody 
have diseases, this and that, and that and this. Then he's giving, 
"Okay wait, wait, wait, wait! Take the sleep and eat, you'll be fine." 
Slowly he started his practice there. Even when I'm studying here at 
the University, one guy got bitten with a scorpion. He's a shouting, 
and four or five people is holding him, and they're running to the 
doctor and oooh unbearable pain and he's suffering. I said, "Wait, 
wait, wait, what happened?"  He said, "Who are you? Just he's going 
through hell. Let me go to the doctor." I told, "Okay, where is bitten 
it?"  His finger they tied it all the stuff. "Let me see it." They're all 
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thinking, "He's a crazy, who's this guy?" From my room I'm just 
coming out in the street and the people is there. Then I holded the 
finger, "Wait, wait, look at me, few seconds look at me."  Gone. Then 
he start, "Ooooh. Ooooh.""Be happy man. Go, take rest." Then I went. 
Then they started to researching on me, "Who's that boy and who is 
that?" Then slowly... in your camera you caughted the cobras, 
Johnny? With your camera you caught the cobra in the cobra house? 
 
Joey:  I didn't see any Swami. I was looking. 
 
Swami:  Try tomorrow. Make sure the hiking shoes, wear it and just 
(clicks fingers) you go there. 
 
Johnny:  I'll put my track shoes on, my fast shoes. What time you 
suggest I go? 
 
Swami:  Any time, even late night. 
 
Johnny:  Alright, just thought I'd ask.  
 
Swami:  Go. I know you're looking for that. I know, I know your 
thought is there. You want to see it. Ah-ha, have experience. You will 
see. 
 
Johnny:  You planted the seeds Swami, last night by the way over 
there. Okay. It's okay. 
Swami:  But today you tried pretty good and just you want to make 
it, capture certain things and lucky boy I made it. I don't want you to 
run and otherwise just... 
 
Johnny:  If you see lot of dust in the air Swami, that's me going this 
way, away from it. That'll be me. 
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Swami:  What? 
 
Johnny:  Running fast, the dust goes in the air like a car, then you 
know that's me, Johnny running. 
 
Swami:  Good luck.  
 
Johnny:  Thank you.  
 
Swami:  Can't say more than that. So what is your question Monika 
T? 
 
Monika:  The question is about Baba and his sleeping on the brick. 
You mentioned the scarf, what is the importance of the scarf around 
his head? 
 
Swami:  He's always working with his consciousness, the scarf. Yes, 
the holding the scarf is symbolic of his consciousness.  
 
Monika T:  So, you said then he was using his consciousness and not 
his third-eye? He wasn't using his third-eye? Can you help us to 
understand that a little bit? 
  
Swami:  Give me example. 
 
Monika T:  Trying to understand that. You said he did not use his 
third-eye even though he had a powerful third-eye like Shiva. Instead 
he was using his consciousness. 
 
Swami:  Millions of people keep asking the help of the Baba. To 
transferring the energy is not a joke. Is not a?  
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Students: Joke.  
 
Swami: How many people is asking of a small character, a leaf, how 
many hundreds of thousands of people they're having a picture of in 
their house, they're looking at me whenever they need help. The best 
thing is sadhana, and second channel is seva - sadhana and seva. 
Third one is sankirtana and moreover, if you're not creating people 
around you happy, I'm sorry to say, it is completely nonsense. 
Hungry people… a blind person... whoever they need help… if you 
can do it - do it! Do it! Help ever! Even intentionally don't hurt 
somebody or be responsible for a tears. If you're responsible for 
somebody's tears, that's the worst thing you can do that. I will be 
very distance to that person. If somebody's making somebody happy 
there, I'm with you there no matter what. I'm with you there no 
matter what. You're making happy, taking the weight out from 
somebody's weight, "Hey come on, let me take care. Let me handle 
this problem, you be free, no need to worry." That's the life otherwise 
to be... I won't consider you're a human. You're not human. It's a 
joke? It's a joke of your life you came on earth and you're gone? What 
else? 
 
Monika T:  Swami, this a question about Jesus and where is Jesus' 
gurusthan? 
 
Swami:  Penukonda. Last night we went there. That is his gurusthan 
- period. It's a twenty three feet rock is there, all angels sculpture. I 
bet… I'll give my toe…even any government of India, any 
person…it's not me done it. It's already there. Let them dig it, they 
can take it out, "Yes it is there." I'll give my toe. Clear. Forget about 
some manuscripts whatever it got destroyed, whatever is 
happened… it is there. And moreover, Hanuman is protecting…and 
his symbol also there on the rock. I read it. I saw in my different 
angles, austerities power, whatever you consider, it is there. Today is 
me… I'm here, tomorrow next person, next person, next person, next 
person, next person - generations, yes it is there. Don't underestimate 
Penukonda Fort. What else? 
 
Monika T:  Swami, who was Jesus' guru? 
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Swami:  Mother. Mother. I think it's time to go to arati isn't it? 
 
Monika T:  No Swami. 
 
Swami:  What else you want to ask? You keep digging it, digging it, 
digging it questions.  
 
Monika T:  We're very grateful.  
 
Swami:  If I want to present and something if you want to read it, 
you cannot able to read it and understand. I can't believe the 
Mahamaya. I tolded it, "Let me to be show in a room." Try to keep… 
check your emails or your Guru Day Message, "Hey, click your 
television, it's live is coming in a few hours!"  "Okay." Even you can 
get the flight or not, yes your Swami will be there."  
Truth never dies it always wins it…true love never lose it, it will win 
it no matter what. Stop your ‘monkey mind.’ You seen me thirteen, 
fourteen years in this ground, how much it is today, then you'll see, 
you'll see. Whole globe will start looking at it, "What's going on in 
Penukonda? What's going on in Penukonda?" The worst thing what 
they can do to me, I totally prepared for everything. I totally 
prepared, hun-un… I'm not for your money, I'm not for your 
anything else just who will stand for the truth…  
Big Boss, even his students he blindly trusted them. He tolded them, 
"Try to be awake." They take a nap. One guy...then few guys we 
tooked him. Who carried him on his shoulder, one guy is here. I don't 
want to mention the name but yes…the holy ash, yes, Mother Mary 
healed it. Don't underestimate holy ash. Don't?   
 
Students: Underestimate holy ash. 
 
Swami:  If your Womb Chakra is very stronger, yes, you can do the 
wonders, wonders. The biggest block what I seen it, always the boss 
is saying, the wealthy characters…they always say you can give 
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enlightenment to a normal person, something I mentioned. You can 
put a whatever it is thread and a needle, even a camel can get the 
enlightenment but the wealthy donkeys cannot get it. "Oh, I know the 
knowledge, I'm the beauty, I'm the perfect, I'm the honest who gave 
that wealth to you.”  Today you have wealth, tomorrow, who knows 
you have that wealth is with you or not? Today you are beauty, 
tomorrow you're still beauty? I doubt that. I doubt it. Today you are 
healthy, tomorrow I doubt it…for this tiny things you are arguing 
and you keep running, chasing, chasing, chasing, chasing - no limit. 
No limit - keep going, keep going, keep going…  
Many years back I also, I mentioned it, one day India will become 
supreme wealthy country in the globe.  You can check in that videos, 
I tolded it many years back. Now is the time started, wealthiest 
country in all angles. I'm not belonging to only to India, I'm 
belonging to the global person, we are one. That side and this side 
many rooms (referring to SW and NW apartments) I given as a gift, as a 
purely gift…am I charging anything to Gustav to you, to your room 
when I'm giving a gift?  
 
Gustav: No, Swami. 
 
Swami: If you checked it, sixty percent of the rooms I given as a gift.  
Ok guys, stay. Go, stay, stay, "Swami, can you give some flight ticket, 
I can go and I have to come back?"  Ok, go. Because of, I have it I'm 
giving it. Certain angles Brett knows it, how I'm dealing with Brett 
and Birte, these guys, the office people. It is a crazy taxes this and that 
and this and that, oooooh it's nonsense. I ask one tax commissioner 
after he took the money from me, this, good, what you do with this? 
"Again it going to the people." Why can't I do directly to the people 
instead of giving to you? (laughter) Who knows you're giving it or 
not? If I trust, I am giving directly to them. "It's a law, this and that..." 
In the, my co-author royalties, some crores of rupees they sees it.  Ok, 
he's keep drinking the water and just and he offered me, “Do you 
want to drink some water?" I said, “No, you drink, I'm fine, please 
carry on.” It's like fifteen, twenty minutes later then he started 
drinking. Then I got little...he answered me little kind of disrespectful 
then he putted the water in his mouth. It turned burning his mouth 
like whoooah!  Hot, like a hot coffee. What is this?  Good luck, I'll be 
in that hotel. If you want to see me, come. That evening he came.  I 
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didn't give the interview then he came, "Please, what, what can I do 
for you?"   Nothing, you do your job, I'll do my job. That's it. 
So, why I'm saying this, in the Divine Court you should be a winners. 
Surface court, forget about that, the Divine Court you should be!  
Stand for it then only it works. The Divine Court, yes. If you gave 
your oath, that's it.  What else Monika? A big talker, I know just...it's 
a little scary… it's Baba's arathi time. 
 
Monika T: Well Swami, the question is about consciousness. We 
received the blessing of consciousness, but is it, you said Shiva 
consciousness or Brahma consciousness, what is the difference? 
 
Swami: All consciousness is you so far guys, you winned it. It doesn't 
matter is a Patrick came in dwarkamai or not, he winned it. Some 
people, oh no I want to go dwarkamai, I want to see that, like I want 
chocolate, lollipops and whatever it is, ok. (laughter) I can do that!  
It's not a big deal…ok let's go! I'm happy, just I thoughted what I 
should do with my clothes and all stuff I packed, all my luggage and 
my journey, so far not happened it. Your body no need to go...uh-uh.   
In August twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh there is a 
Krishnadeva Raya festivals running in Penukonda. I'm making it pre-
poning it, fifth, sixth, seventh - three days. Last year also, we 
performed, we feeded hundreds of thousands of people. Just I want 
to ask in public, in press, in meeting, give me one-week time, how 
much debts of India have it? One week my time, no objections, just 
follow me whatever I say - that's it, everything will be clear out.  You 
have no law doesn't apply to me. Give me free bird then later on you 
can do whatever you want to with me. Complete clear out. I don't 
know what I do, how I do, no objection but I need tight security 
(snaps), I need my own crew, just do it. I'm talking with very alert. 
India is have the debts, ok, one week chance, give me one week. If I 
can't able to prove it then you do whatever you want to do. If I prove 
it, give me complete freedom wherever I want to go, let me go. I 
won't harm anybody, I won't damage anything, let me do my job, 
complete it.  
Of course in front of thousands of people I'm giving that press 
statement. I'm the chief guest. In Penukonda, that Revenue Minister 
you met him, you saw him. When he's came he did a mistake and he 
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ate little chicken and he's little scary to come inside in front of Baba, 
"No, no, no, no!" he said, "I'm in party and this and that." It's open 
challenge. I'll be clear out, I cannot run, somebody putted heavy 
threads to my legs…and able to help to the humanity in India. 
Publicly, I'm asking step-by-step, let's taking care the humanity. 
What else? 
 
Monika T: Swami this is changing the subject but it's about tears and 
the Womb Chakra. Because you never really explained what the 
connection was to that. 
 
Swami: It's a little difficult to make it Womb Chakra stronger, put 
that way. I never ever, majority timings like tears. Is pretty good 
nonstop flowing when I'm in Germany… and I'm a good fan of 
Rajasheka Reddy (former Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh), with 
the drought time and he started it. He changed it through the 
Revenue Minister, who at the time was agriculture minister.  Hey, it's 
possible a kilo rice is 30 rupees? You can make it for two rupees. How 
it possible? I given the perfect plan, “You go this way, this way, this 
way, this way, this way, it helps. I'll try to convince chief minister, 
we'll see…(snaps) he did it, two rupees per a person, a kilo rice, thirty 
kilos for a month.  
Oil drastically just fall off, everything is…no need to depend on the 
rains, you do this way.  Now the whole plan is from north to all the 
way to the south, all the rainwater that rivers keep coming to hit it. 
You cannot able to see anywhere any drought, everywhere is a 
greenery - it's possible. It's possible. It's a possible. It's a quite 
amazing, a square feet a land in Penukonda cost is one…  How much 
is in America? Tokyo, let's say Tokyo - no, they cannot buy it.  
They're little scary in Japan to buy a land. 
 
Student: I don't know real estate in America. 
 
Hanuman (Jim): It depends where you're buying, Guruji. So is it New 
York City or is it Montana?  
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Swami: Ten times cost than the New York town, Penukonda right 
now, ten times cost. It's completely… even it's not even in the 
Bangalore - that much cost. Why is Penukonda this much?  Whoooo, it 
is going up!  There is a reason. Ok, what is your question? 
 
Monika T:  Swami, still not understanding about the tears in the 
Womb Chakra…because you said, “Tears, does one eye cry, no both 
eyes cry.”  Can you talk more about the mechanism of tears? 
 
Swami:  Just is salty, forget it! Already I explained about that. It is 
there it’s existing… Somebody comes to me and they sit. They started 
talking, talking, and then they’re crying, crying, crying, it is endless. 
First I heard beginning point, then the last point. I checked the time, 
two hours over, they’re still crying, Ok, good.” “Ok, everything will 
be fine, don’t worry. Good. Excellent.” They feel they decharged, “I 
told everything to Swami,” but it takes one minute I can understand, 
but two hours they keep crying, and crying, and crying, and they’re 
telling, telling, telling, telling, telling, telling… I don’t know, it’s a 
special art - eww! It’s a special art. Like they pull from the childhood 
days until to now, they keep talking and, “Ok, she have heartbroken, 
done. Ok, right, that point clear.” “Give me healing to the 
heartbroken.” That’s enough, then on, and on, and on, and on, and 
on… Paul Aryeh, are you hearing me?  
 
Paul: Yes. 
 
Swami:  Good. What can I do? Two hours? You can tell within one or 
two minutes. No need to go that much lengthy time, “This is my 
problem Swami, help me, take care of me.” Done. But of course some 
emotionals and pain is there, it’s coming out, yes, for a little, certain 
extent, non-stop hm-hm.  
Whenever I call my mother, she’s also pretty good art of living and 
crying. “Oooooh, ok, alright, excellent, good, don’t worry… I had my 
dinner, good. I’m good, everything’s fine. You had your tablets? 
You’re taking your perfect medicine? Everything good? Right. You 
forgot in your kitchen, your cylinder is on and it’s overcooking there. 
Go and stop that cylinder, that gas.” “Gosh wait a minute,” then she 
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runs and she turn off. “How do you know this?” “It’s ok ma, come 
on, it’s ok! I know you since long time. It’s ok. You have to change 
that it is so salty, change again, cook the new dish.” 
Point is, the Womb Chakra to make it stronger, tears unnecessarily 
wasting it, it’s nonsense. No, no, leave it to the Guruparampara, let 
them take care. Many times I called the Das and Narayani Ma, “The 
arathi is running here. Hey, arathi is running here, why can’t you 
come and join us?” Since seventeen years, sixteen, seventeen years, 
they’re with me. She said, “See, we’re happy to do arathi to you. If we 
do arathi to you, it’s equal to Baba, that’s it. We pranam Baba, that’s 
it. We start the cooking, we’re happy. Don’t force us.” Then they’re 
squeezing to Chandra, “He’s not eating yet. He had his lunch? 
Chandra, you go and feed him. And whatever the Chandra doing, 
the mistakes, whatever the woman’s doing, the mistakes, Narayani 
Ma automatically getting all the informations there, and she’s doing 
the arathi to me, and just putting it, she’s telling, “So and so doing 
this, this, this.” “Good, ok, right.” They’re such a dedicated ‘do or 
die,’ they’re dedicated. They’re dedicated. We want to do seva…seva, 
that’s it.  
Cleaning the Baba Mandir here and fixing the Baba’s altar, it’s not a 
joke. It’s not a joke. Some people they’re fixing the oil lamps in the 
Jesus temple, and I keep observing them how they’re doing it. “Make 
it faster, ok.” Of course, they’re doing faster but I tell them, “Make it 
faster, quick.” The floor cleaning people also, “Fix it, still marks is 
there and do it with the Dettol and everything.” They’re cleaning it 
and it is nothing but porojam ma sukrutam (telugu sp?). It’s nothing but 
sukrutam. Sukrutam means, it’s given by gift, they purchased a gift; 
automatically they purchased it through good karma. Good karma 
they purchased it. What else? 
Monika T:  Swami, you said that the Womb Chakra equals 
Mahamaya, so it’s a little hard to understand because it’s also the 
place where we’re going, where it’s free from Maya. So, can you 
explain the meaning of that? 
 
Swami:  Give me example, please. 
 
Monika T:  Well, you said the Womb Chakra is equal to Mahamaya, 
but when we’re in the mother’s womb, that’s the one place where 
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we’re not experiencing the Maya, we’re protected from the Maya so, 
what is that? What is the meaning of that? 
 
Swami:  Until that Alahala Lingam come out I cannot explain that. 
Here I’ll give a little clue, ya ma ta raa ja baa na sa la gam. Ya ma – ma - 
ok block that letter. Ya ma ta raa ja baa na sa la gam. Here in the Jesus 
power spot some people have confusion, tesraim, or desraim.  Tesraim 
or desraim what is that? But there is a in-depth, ma. Ma is not an 
ordinary word, maya, yama, it’s not a ordinary letter. Everything is 
generated through in deep silence with om karanada. To be in that 
silence stage, that is a challenge. That is a?  
 
Students: Challenge.  
 
Swami: Challenge. Really, really, really getting a silence… It won’t 
come even you wrap your mouth whatever you do it. It only comes 
through Sri Chakra and Womb Chakra. Whenever you are in the 
Womb Chakra, you are highly protected. Once you came out then 
Maya starts, then Maya starts. It’s like kind of cocoon making itself. 
It’s all nonsense Maya. Many people have confusions, “Swami, I’m 
here with you and I can’t able to understand, I got completely 
confused. How, how, how, how to win it? How to win Mahamaya?” 
You are on the track. You are in right track. I’m not exaggerating it. 
You are in right track. Win it - don’t lose it whenever opportunity 
comes it in front of you. Get it. Get it. You have to. 
Virabrahmhendra, he predicted the astrology whatever is coming. He 
took the Jiva Samadhi. I wish one day… you go guys, there, and have 
a little photos and try to available to the upcoming generations. 
Tomorrow, here also Guru Ragavendra’s guru, master, Jiva Samadhi 
is here, just five, six kilometers. How many people saw that? Good. 
You saw Falk?  
 
Falk: Yes. 
 
Swami:  You have the video? 
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Falk: Yes. 
 
Swami: Wow, you can able to just…they said it to their 
consciousness, and they leave their soul. The next Dasara, Mother 
Divine festival, no matter what, by grace of Baba and Mahamaya, 
whatever She does to me, I want to install Sri Chakra. I will do it, I’m 
confident. Is my physical presence might be available here, or might 
not be available here, but Sri Chakra will be here - no problem, 
absolutely no problem. But please, whenever you enter inside the 
Dwarkamai, don’t underestimate inside the Dwarkamai. Even you 
went inside of the Lord Venkateshwara Temple - that is different 
vibrations. You entered Himalayas - that’s different vibrations but 
especially inside of Dwarkamai, are you noticed guys?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Many people comes with tons of questions… once if they are 
there, gone, it is gone. To really to catch me into able to certain things 
to get it, it's a only majority possible two places - one is I am sitting 
here (in his Mandir chair), and one is I'm in dwarkamai.  Moreover, 
that is the place if I'm inside of dwarkamai (snaps) I have to talk, 
clear, this, this, this, this…that's it. That is the greatness of 
dwarkamai. Good. I think it's time to we took one hour grace time 
took from Baba. Let him go on his job. Shall we do arathi for him?  
Hello? 
 
Students: Yes. 
 
Swami: Never knows, he's avadhut - please.  Good luck. 
 
Students: Thank you, Swami. 
 
Swami: Please stand up… call the pujaris.       
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End of Talk 

 
 


